Archeology Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
2. the process of digging a hole (often to look for artifacts of earlier human settlement)
5. region
6. a period of 100 years
7. putting a dead body into a tomb or a grave
10. gold or other valuables
11. looking into a subject or event to learn exactly what happened
14. the location of something important
15. to look for
16. 10 years
19. related to academic research
20. whole, in one piece
21. a hole dug in the ground to bury someone
22. old damaged or fallen buildings
23. a hole in the ground, often deep
24. robbed

Down
1. formal word for a bedroom or reception room
3. a message written or engraved on an object
4. determined; does not give up or quit easily
8. items made for use by people from earlier civilizations
9. someone who digs up old ruins to study ancient civilizations
10. a building to provide a burial place for a person who has died
12. an arrangement of parallel and perpendicular lines making a pattern of squares
13. concealed, not easy to find
17. someone very well-informed on an issue; an authority on it
18. an ancient king of Egypt
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